Suppose a closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold M admits a free cyclic group action of prime order. We consider the problem of determining when M admits an effective action of the circle group 50(2) in which the cyclic action is imbedded. The main result is that if the Zk action is "Z-classified", then it is weakly equivalent to a Zk action imbedded in an effective action of 50(2) if and only if some homeomorphism generating the first Zk action is homotopic to the identity homeomorphism on M.
Let Zk be a cyclic group of prime order k ^ 2. A Zk action on a 3-manifold M is said to be proper if some homeomorphism generating the action is homotopic to the identity on M. Let M* denote the orbit space M/Zk and w:M^>M* denote the projection. We shall say that a Z/fe action on M is Z-classified if there exists a commutative diagram M -+S1 I t | p M*-*Sl where p'.S1->SX is the usual ¿-sheeted covering of the circle. In particular, this is always the case when HiiM*; Z) has no ¿-torsion [5] .
A Zk action on M is determined by a map p'.ZkXM-^M, where PÍ£)ix) = pig, x) is a homeomorphism for each gEZk and pig o g') = pig) o pig'). The Zk actions determined by the maps p, v'.ZkXM -*M are said to be weakly equivalent if there is a group automorphism A:Zk-*Zk and a homeomorphism H:M->M such that pig) = H-> o viAig)) o H for all gEZk. identify M with TXR/ip, and denote points in M by [x, t] . In E we have h{iT) separating T0 from 7i for l^i<k.
It follows from Theorem 7.2 of [l] that h'.M->M is equivalent to a homeomorphism, again denoted by A, such that in E we have A*(r) = T X {i/k} il^i^k).
The new A may clearly be chosen so that in E we have hi:TX{X\~>Tx{'X+i/k} for all X^O with K+i/k^l ii=l, ■ ■ ■ ,k-l). Proof. This follows from the uniqueness of the effective 50(2) action on M in which such a Zk action is imbedded [3, Theorem 4] .Q
